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Foreword

Energy issues remain central to North American and global economic and political discussions. Political changes in the U.S., inaction on climate change legislation, a slow economic recovery, fiscal
problems in the U.S. and Europe, and developments in unconventional resources have influenced the near-term discussion but not
the underlying challenges of energy supply and security.
To explore these and other issues, the Aspen Institute’s seventh
annual Forum on Global Energy, Economy and Security convened
in Aspen from July 14 to 17, 2011. The goal was to share information and to encourage new, collaborative, cross-disciplinary and
non-partisan thinking. Five half-day sessions were introduced by
brief, expert presentations, but the majority of time was devoted to
an informal and candid roundtable dialogue. To encourage candor,
all discussions were off the record.
The dialogue was chaired by Bill White, former Deputy U.S.
Energy Secretary and former mayor of Houston. His extensive experience in both the private and public sectors enabled him to frame
the discussion and elicit contributions from diverse expert participants. The highly qualified speakers listed in the agenda provided
a wealth of information and a variety of perspectives, contributing
substantially to the richness of the dialogue.
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Global Energy Markets in a Time of
Political Change

A shift in relative energy consumption among regions and the
development of new, unconventional supplies will be the most
significant changes over the next twenty years. The dominant fuels
in the world energy market until 2030 will continue to be hydrocarbons — oil, coal, and natural gas. Major shifts will occur, however,
among the three fuels, among regions and in their supply. Globally,
oil will continue to be the most widely used fuel as it supplies more
than 90 percent of the energy for transportation. Coal, now the
dominant fuel used for electric power generation, will lose ground
to natural gas, a less carbon-intensive hydrocarbon. Natural gas will
become the second largest overall supplier and well positioned to
replace coal as the leading supplier for electric power. Developing
countries will lead the way in overall energy growth, with Chinese
and Indian energy demand growing fastest. Energy demand in
developed countries will remain flat. For the United States, growth
in gas shale and oil shale are likely to be “game changers,” altering
the supply picture dramatically.
Some new oil supplies will come from Iraq and Brazil. Both have
substantial reserves, attract large new investments from the international oil companies (IOCs) in partnership with the respective
national oil companies (NOCs), and are ramping up production for
exports. Russia, today’s largest oil producer, will struggle to sustain
this success due to under-investment in its aging oil fields and lack of
incentives to shift its production to newer, harder to develop fields.
1
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Traditional suppliers in Latin America — Mexico and Venezuela —
are experiencing production declines as internal policies undermine
investment necessary to sustain production.
New energy supplies will also come from unconventional sources
of both oil and gas being developed in North America. In the United
States, oil and gas shale production using new technologies — horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing — will elicit increasingly large
volumes of new supplies. In Canada, growth in oil sands production
is changing the supply picture. Taken together, these developments
are creating major new supplies just when many thought North
American supplies had peaked and were diminishing. Investment is
flowing into these unconventional resources at a phenomenal rate,
undermining the notion that the world is running out of new supplies of energy. The development of these unconventional resources,
however, involves potential environmental problems that must be
resolved if the potential of the resources is to be realized.
The regional shift in energy consumption places a spot light on
China and other developing countries. China, now the world’s largest energy consumer, is making a massive effort to find investment
opportunities internationally. Its oil companies are limited in their
domestic investment options, forcing overseas investment. In 2010,
China’s foreign direct oil investments were larger than those of any
other country. The foreign policy implications of China’s more
assertive foreign role may be significant, since its interests often
conflict with those of other countries seeking similar international
opportunities.
America’s development of its gas and oil shale resources is changing its supply profile. The United States is now the world’s largest
natural gas producer and within the next five years may be in a
position to export its gas, altering current world markets. With the
wide disparity between oil and natural gas prices, the savvy investor
is moving to oil shale development, using similar technology as in

2
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gas shale. While oil shale production is expensive, it is changing the
trajectory of production in the United States — oil production has
halted its long downward trend and is now increasing. While gas
shale production has slowed somewhat in the last two years, it is still
economic despite low natural gas prices.
Transportation still relies on oil, although vehicle manufacturers
are accelerating their search for alternatives. Natural gas is a possibility as supplies are plentiful; however, impediments include developing infrastructure to support changes. Heavy duty vehicles may
have the best prospects for using natural gas. Electricity is another
promising alternative. Limited range may prevent significant market penetration until battery technology improves and consumers
are satisfied the technology is reliable. Until that happens, hybrid
electric vehicles may be a more attractive choice. The United States
has proposed significant increases in fuel economy standards in the
coming years. Further improvements by using ultra-light and ultrastrong carbon fiber materials may be attractive, but resistance to
making the necessary large capital investments creates large hurdles.
Biofuels may be able to penetrate fastest since existing infrastructure can be used; however, there are environmental and cost issues
associated with its use. All transportation options are on the table.

3

The Outlook: Regional Shifts
Leading Energy Growth

Global energy markets are experiencing regional and technological changes of historic proportions. While overall demand will
grow by 35 percent through 2030 due to economic and population
growth, it will shift even more to developing countries than in recent
years. The energy consumption of developed countries will remain
flat, while that of the developing world, led by China and India, will
increase by 70 percent. Coal, natural gas and oil will continue to be
the main sources of energy, meeting approximately 80 percent of
global demand. Alternate sources will play an increasingly important
role. New drilling technologies will continue to play an important
role as gas and oil shales become increasingly important, while
advances in renewable energy technologies will make wind, solar,
biofuels and other energy sources more competitive.
Within the energy sector, transportation and electric power will
be the major drivers of demand growth. Globally, transportation
energy demand will increase by 40 percent in the next twenty years,
second only to power generation. There will be 400 million more
cars on the road, increasing the global auto fleet to 1.2 billion.
Regional shifts will be stark. Automobile fuel demand will decline by
twenty percent in North America and by one-third in Europe. The
reductions are due to gains in fuel economy from improvements
in internal combustion engines and the increasing penetration of
hybrids — to 25 percent of new car sales. The Asia-Pacific region will
offset this decline, with overall transportation fuel demand doubling
5
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by 2030 while auto fuel demand grows by 80 percent. China will
lead all markets with a total of about 200 million vehicles. Globally,
heavy-duty vehicle fuel demand (trucks and buses) will increase by
30 percent in North American and Europe and more than 100 percent in the Asia-Pacific region.
Electric power generation will increase globally by more than 80
percent by 2030. Growth in emerging economies will exceed 150
percent while developed economies will increase by about 25 percent. China will account for 35 percent of global electricity growth.
Due to their lower cost, coal and natural gas dominate fuel choice
today, with about two fifths of today’s power coming from coal and
one fifth from natural gas. Fuel costs will shift as limits are imposed
on greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.
Policies on climate change could have a major influence on fuel
choice. Assuming a price of $30 per ton of CO2 is adopted in OECD
countries, natural gas for power generation will become cheaper
than coal. Coal’s share of the global generation market will drop to
30 percent, while nuclear and wind will become increasingly competitive. Globally, demand for natural gas for power generation will
grow by 85 percent. In North America, natural gas use will nearly
double. Solar power and coal- and gas-fired plants with carbon
capture and storage (CCS) technologies still may not be competitive even at $60 per ton of CO2. Use of coal will decrease in North
America and Europe, but in the Asia-Pacific region coal demand for
electricity will grow 85 percent. But other fuels will penetrate the
Asia-Pacific market (natural gas, nuclear, and renewables) so that in
2030 coal will account for only 60 percent of the fuel for electricity,
down from 70 percent today.
Nuclear power generation capacity had been projected to increase
by 70 percent by 2030, but the failures at the Fukushima Daiichi
plants will reduce these projections. Germany decided to shut down
its nuclear power program by 2022. Italy, too, voted to curb its
nuclear power program. China, on the other hand, decided to continue its program. Wind and solar power generation capacity will

6
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increase; however, their intermittency will keep their percentage of
power generated significantly below their percentage of installed
capacity.
Global CO2 emissions are projected to grow by 25 percent by
2030, less than energy demand growth of 35 percent. Emissions will
decline in the developed economies but will be offset by increases
in the emerging economies. By 2030, the developing nations will
account for about two-thirds of energy-related CO2 emissions.
Accelerated gains in energy efficiency and the shift to less carbon
intensive fuels will slow the growth in CO2 emissions. The rapid rise
in CO2 emissions in non-OECD countries and especially in the AsiaPacific region are due to the continued strong reliance on the most
carbon intensive fuel — coal.
By 2030, global liquid fuels demand will be slightly more than
100 million barrels per day (mmbpd), up more than 20 percent.
Conventional crude oil will continue to comprise most of the
world’s liquid supply; however, increasing supplies will come from
oil shale, oil sands, biofuels, natural gas liquids, coal-to-liquids, and
gas-to-liquids. The question of peak oil weighs natural depletion
and exhaustion against extended and enhanced production. Oil production is driven by economics and technology, but there is also a
political component — rules governing access to resources and their
production. Over the last 150 years, societies increasingly relied on
oil, especially for transportation.
Peak oil theories developed based on the natural rise and fall in oil
field production. The economist M. King Hubbert predicted in 1956
that United States oil production would peak in the 1970s; he was
right. Others applied his theory globally, asserting that oil discoveries
and production would not keep pace with demand. But evidence to
date does not support this theory. Global production has kept pace
with demand as new fields have been discovered and developed in
new regions — Angola, Iraq, Brazil, and the Gulf of Mexico — where
development and production are increasing. Future global resources
appear more than sufficient to meet global demand for at least
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40 years. Currently, global cumulative oil production has reached
about 1.1 trillion barrels. Unproduced proved reserves total another
1.4 trillion barrels. Analysts estimate there are more than 12 trillion
barrels in place yet to be discovered and developed. The keys to this
resource development are access, technology, price, and favorable
development policies.
Access to oil resources has changed over time. In 1970, the IOCs
had full access to 85 percent of the world’s oil resources. Today, they
have full access to only 7 percent. NOCs now have exclusive control
of 74 percent of the world’s oil, while permitting limited access to
another 14 percent. This shift limits the exploration and development of oil resources and affects the conditions under which they
are developed, since the NOCs and their governments set the terms.
Technology and economics are the other keys to unlocking new
oil resources. Hubbert’s prediction in 1956 was focused on conventional oil and did not take into account the ability to access different
kinds of resources. Today, technology and economics make possible
the development of a variety of unconventional resources such as
oil shale, oil sands and heavy oil. Technology and economics have
also made possible the development of conventional oil resources
in remote and highly inaccessible areas such as ultra-deepwater or
Arctic regions. The enhanced ability to develop these resources,
assuming environmental concerns can be allayed, has pushed out
into the future the time when global oil production will peak.
The application of modern technology will be expensive. Some
estimate that to replace today’s declining production while meeting future demand growth will cost about $450 billion annually.
Deepwater wells are being drilled from 1,500 feet to 10,000 feet,
costing from $30 million to more than $100 million per well.
Technology, however, reduces economic and technical risk and leads
to a reduction in the cost per barrel of production. New horizontal
drilling tools optimize drilling, increase the footage drilled per day
and increase reservoir contact. Wells can be drilled out eight miles
from the drilling site. Modeling occurs to see how drilling will work
even before going into the ground. All of this reduces risk and helps
8
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offset the higher cost. Oil is produced from resources not even imagined in Hubbert’s era.
Gulf of Mexico deepwater will be a growing resource for United
States oil production. The blowout at the Horizon Oil platform
and its Macondo well in 2010 was a wake-up call for the industry.
A Presidential Commission examined the causes of the blowout
and found that the disaster was foreseeable and preventable, that
the causes could be traced to mistakes by the companies involved,
and that the company decisions revealed systemic failures in risk
management that raise questions about the industry’s safety culture. Regulatory oversight was also found wanting as regulators did
not have the resources or the technical expertise to keep up with
increased deepwater activity.
The Commission issued a long list of recommendations for the
industry and for regulators, focused on making offshore development
safer and more environmentally acceptable.1 The industry adopted
most of these recommendations including the creation of a Safety
Institute to develop industry-wide best practice standards. A similar
institute created for the commercial nuclear industry after the Three
Mile accident is widely considered successful. The Commission also
recommended that the industry develop a “culture of safety”, look at
how other countries handle offshore safety, and make containment
technologies broadly available. The public is suspicious of close cooperation between government and industry, but technology is changing so rapidly that such cooperation is essential. As a more prudent
operating environment develops, the public must be made aware of
the changes and accept them. Transparency in industry-government
cooperation may help alleviate the public’s concern.
The Commission applauded the responses from industry and
regulators. But it is concerned that no Congressional action has been
taken, with little prospect of any legislative changes occurring soon.
It was not the Commission’s intention to halt all offshore drilling,
1 See, Deepwater: The Gulf Oil Disaster and the Future of Offshore Drilling, Report to the
President, National Commission on the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill and Offshore
Drilling, January 2011, www.oilspillcommission.gov.
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since offshore oil and gas development is an important part of the
American economy. From the Commission’s perspective, drilling
offshore and in other high-risk environments such as the Arctic
should proceed only if done in a prudent and safe manner to minimize the inherent risks.

10

North America: New Resources,
Environmental Concerns

In North America, oil resource development is in the ascendancy,
following closely on the heels of recent increases in gas resource
development. The focus in the lower forty-eight states of the United
States is on oil shale in areas including Bakken in North Dakota,
Eagle Ford in Texas, Mississippian in Mississippi, Niobrara in
Colorado, and Utica in Ohio. Gas shale development is still robust,
making the United States the world’s largest gas producer, but oil
shale is the newest major development.
Just when most analysts thought the U.S. oil and gas business was
in decline, improved technology (horizontal drilling, hydraulic fracturing — fracking2, and enhanced seismic imaging) and favorable
economics changed the industry. Oil shale production is projected
to increase by 3.5 mmbpd by 2020. Gas shale production is projected to increase four fold and comprise 46 percent of domestic supplies by 2035. Based on the upsurge of gas production, there is the
strong potential that within five years the United States could export
surplus gas supplies in the form of liquefied natural gas (LNG). Such
a change could have major economic and political implications for
the global gas market.
2 Shales are impermeable rock formations that must be broken apart through fracturing, while
with conventional drilling the source rock does not have to be fractured to get the liquid or gas
out of the ground. With conventional drilling the rule has been to go around or through the
shale and not to search for it.
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Both oil shale and gas shale rely on similar technology with
similar environmental risks. The risks come from fracking, with the
remote potential for contamination of groundwater aquifers with
drilling fluids or oil or gas — the fracking is done far below the
aquifers — and from inadequate well cementing and completion, or
improper handling and disposal of waste water produced from the
well. With prudent regulation and using best practices, these risks
are manageable.
The wide price disparity between oil and gas is the driver behind
the new emphasis on oil. Gas prices have been hovering around $5
per 1 thousand cubic feet (mcf) (equivalent to about $30 per barrel of oil), while oil prices for West Texas Intermediate (WTI) have
recently fluctuated around $100 per barrel. Two years ago the prices
were nearly equivalent and more investment was going into gas
shale development. Good returns in gas shale continue even at current prices, but higher oil prices mean stronger returns on capital in
oil. Gas shale development also continues because of leases requiring rapid action before they expire. The number of active wells
drilled is an important indicator of domestic oil and gas activity,
and two trends are noticeable in recent years: a shift to horizontal
drilling and a shift toward oil.
The top five oil shale plays contain almost 90 billion barrels of
oil — three times the amount of conventional proved reserves. The
American gas resource base also is substantial — 100 years of gas
at current consumption levels — with gas shale supplies making
the substantial difference for the future. The development of shale
gas in the United States means that substantial gas supplies will be
forthcoming even at today’s moderate prices.3
Large capital requirements will be necessary to develop oil and
gas shale resources — $1.5 trillion will be required for the 150,000
oil wells needed to develop oil shale. Infrastructure will cost another
20 percent. About $50 billion will be needed annually to drill 8,000
3 MIT recently published a comprehensive, interdisciplinary study, the result of three years of
analysis, “The Future of Natural Gas.” See, http://mit.edu/mitei/research/studies/naturalgas.
html
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to 10,000 gas shale wells at $3 to $12 million each, with infrastructure costs additional.
To meet large capital needs, small to medium sized independents
normally use their cash flow. But these companies are currently
exceeding their cash flow by 20 to 100 percent. Outside financial
assistance will be necessary. Private and public equity offerings can
provide partial financings with the remainder coming from mergers
and acquisitions and joint ventures. Capital from larger companies
and super majors is flowing into the oil sector — over $55 billion
already invested. IOCs continue to play a significant role with over
$25 billion already invested. Outside development financing for the
gas sector is coming from IOCs, NOCs and Asian companies.
Canadian oil sands, another unconventional resource, are increasing North American oil production and providing an additional
margin of energy security from locally produced resources. Canada
now ranks third globally in proved oil reserves with almost 175 billion barrels. It is one of the few countries that can expand its production, from today’s 1 mmbpd oil sands production to 3.5 mmbpd
in the next 10 to 20 years. Additional production can be transported
from Alberta to the U. S and all the way to the Gulf Coast through
the existing Keystone Pipeline and the Keystone XL Project expanding and extending it.4
The Keystone XL Project represents a $13 billion infrastructure
investment. Supporters argue that it offers direct benefits to the U.S.
through enhanced energy security, jobs, and tax revenues, although
some oppose development of both the pipeline and oil shale on
environmental grounds. They argue that GHG emissions from oil
sands are 20 percent higher than from conventional oil, and that
those from oil shale are as much as 73 percent higher. Both use substantial amounts of water in their production — every barrel of oil
produced from oil shale requires three to five barrels of water, while
4 A permit to build and operate the Keystone Pipeline expansion — Keystone XL — is required
from the United States State Department. The Department must make a “national interest
determination” in evaluating the merits of the pipeline. Environmental groups are urging the
State Department to include climate change as well as other environmental issues in making its
national interest determination.
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oil sands consume up to four barrels of water for each barrel of oil.
Mine tailing ponds associated with oil sand production can pollute
surrounding water resources, while mining disturbs vast amounts
of land. Oil sands and Keystone XL Pipeline proponents indicate
that most of the water used is recycled, land use impacts are more
limited than with earlier production methods, and GHG emissions
are smaller than coal power generation and are decreasing as better
control is undertaken. They also note that if the United States blocks
the import of the oil, Canadian oil will be shipped to Asia and the
United States will import more oil from overseas, with higher costs
and GHG emissions due to the longer transportation routes.
Opponents also challenge the energy security benefits of the
Keystone XL Project. They claim the U.S. still will have to import oil
from unfriendly and unstable sources. They state the way to break
U.S. oil dependency is to move to cleaner, renewable fuels and more
transportation options. With this approach, the U.S. could save up
to 7 million barrels per day of oil by 2030, lessening the country’s
need for new oil supplies from high carbon sources. The energy
security discussion among Forum participants questioned how
much security we can afford and how we should analyze environmental impacts versus the comfort of secure energy supplies from
a friendly neighbor. “Life is full of dilemmas,” asserted one participant, concluding there often are no easy answers to hard questions.
Critics of oil shale and oil sands development propose a series of
policies that could lead to a 7 mmbpd reduction in U. S. oil consumption. These include phasing out fossil fuel subsidies (estimated
at $4 billion/year); halting unconventional fuels expansion and
infrastructure, including the Keystone Pipeline expansion; moving
towards California’s low-carbon fuel standard (LCFS)5; and regulating greenhouse gas emissions. Until clean energy can contribute
5 Under a LCFS, transportation fuels follow a gradual trajectory away from today’s petroleum
to fuels that emit less carbon over their lifecycle. As a fuel-neutral performance standard based
on carbon emissions, the LCFS does not ban any fuel type but instead rewards fuels that emit the
least carbon pollution per unit of energy. Examples of clean, low carbon fuel include electricity (depending on the fuel source of the electricity) and advanced environmentally sustainable
biofuels. Fuels made from oil sands or oil shales, on the other hand, emit more carbon than
conventional gasoline fuel because extraction and upgrading are energy intensive.
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significantly to domestic energy supplies, some argue that natural
gas is an important bridge to the future.
Mandated by the Supreme Court to regulate GHG emissions
under the Clean Air Act, the EPA issued proposed rules to regulate
emissions from electric power generators, large industrial boilers,
and refineries. Refiners worry about the large investment required
to meet the new standards and the uncertainty generated by the
timing of their implementation, noting that GHG emissions from
refineries are about one tenth of those from electric power industry.
The rules are proposed to take effect in November 2011.
A shift in the quality of world crude oil supplies is also affecting refinery costs. Supplies of the preferred light density crude are
diminishing. Refiners invested in their refineries to allow the use of
more plentiful, heavier density crude oils that have higher carbon
content and higher CO2 emissions. New environmental rules targeting these heavier crudes are creating a challenge. Under a proposed
California low carbon fuel standard, some heavy crude oils, including California crudes, would be grandfathered into the system.
Others, such as crude from Canadian oil sands, would not be permitted. Refiners now using crude oil from oil sands would have to
replace it at potentially higher cost in order to satisfy the new rules,
and they fear that the EPA will follow California’s lead and impose
a LCFS for all refiners. They argue that the LCFS undermines North
American energy security and that North American crude oil should
stay in North America. Some indicate that with a global oil market
and relatively free trade it should not matter where oil is refined as
long as demand for products is met. Domestic refiners counter that
the American refining industry means about 9 million domestic
jobs directly and indirectly. Refiners make more than just gasoline
and diesel; they make a slate of petrochemicals that are used in a
wide variety of products such as plastic bottles for water and other
liquids. Would we need to import these if domestic refining were
not available?

15
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16

International Supply:
Supply Growth, Supply Decline

Internationally, among the bright prospects for new supplies
of oil and gas are Iraq and Brazil. On the other hand, Mexico and
Venezuela, once considered robust oil suppliers, are now struggling to sustain current production. Russia, with some of the largest
resource potential in both and oil and gas, is maintaining its current production, but future development is dependent upon new
incentives. China, the world’s largest energy consumer, is developing policies to curb its energy appetite even as it searches for new
sources of oil and gas internally and internationally.

Iraq
Iraq has the largest cluster of mega oil fields (six) in the world,
with 60 billion barrels of reserves within a 100 kilometer radius.
Some analysts think that Iraq may have larger oil resources than
Saudi Arabia. Iraq auctioned exploration and production (E&P)
areas to IOCs from the United States, China, UK, Netherlands, Italy,
Korea, Malaysia, Russia, Norway and Japan, using a technical service
contract format to avoid political problems with equity ownership
of resources. These oil fields now produce about 1.5 mmbpd (Iraq’s
total production exceeds 2 mmbpd). The IOCs bid to increase production to more than 10.7 mmbpd but must work with Iraqi oil
companies to ensure agreement with all investment decisions. The
IOCs are likely to receive a return of 10 to 15 percent over the life
17
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of the contracts. The contracts are structured to reward speed of
production, not efficiency and the best technology available. After
these auctions the Iraqi government raised its overall production
goal from a conservative 6 mmbpd to an ambitious 12 mmbpd.
Most analysts think the 6 mmbpd goal is more realistic, but even at
that level Iraqi oil production is destined to increase dramatically in
coming years. Iraq also has significant deposits of natural gas, especially in the north. Gas development is lagging behind oil development but is likely to occur in the future.
These expectations are good news for Iraq, and there is great
optimism over future Iraqi oil production entering international
markets by 2014. With the government’s share of profits exceeding
90 percent, government revenues from production could double
by 2015 and quadruple by 2020. This large cash infusion could go
a long way to stabilizing the country by providing a huge boost to
internal development and rising incomes.
All analysts believe that Iraq is one of the last great oil provinces,
one that has been vastly underexplored and underdeveloped. But
many are less sanguine about the 2014 date. The development of
Iraq’s oil fields and its export infrastructure faces immense problems. Extensive mine fields still exist and must be eliminated. The
Oil Ministry will supervise the biggest projects with its consequent
red tape and delays. The Ministry also will process cost recovery
invoices, and the timeliness of payment and auditing techniques are
highly uncertain. Manpower also will be a factor as IOCs struggle
with bureaucratic delays in getting people in and out of the country.

Brazil
Brazil, too, has favorable prospects with its new offshore E&P
areas. Since 1953, Brazil’s oil reserves have grown to more than 14
billion barrels, and production has increased from virtually nothing
to 2 mmbpd today. Deepwater production is centered in the offshore Campos and Santos basins. Accelerating investment will allow
Brazilian oil production to reach 5 mmbpd in the future.
18
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The newly leased areas in the Santos Basin present significant
challenges: the fields are 200 miles offshore; water depth is in excess
of 5,000 feet; a massive salt layer must be penetrated before reaching the oil reservoirs 18,000 feet below the ocean floor; CO2 emissions and associated natural gas must be controlled; and distribution facilities must be built. Extremely high investment is required
along with major technological innovation to produce and market
the oil. Years of coordinated work among the various participants
— Petrobras (Brazil’s government owned company), IOCs, service companies, research organizations — will be necessary. First
production is expected in 2013-2017 with an additional 1 mmbpd
or more expected by 2018. The new E&P area in the Santos Basin
will expand Brazil’s reserve base significantly. BP’s latest statistical
review estimated Brazil’s oil reserves at about 14 billion barrels.
Brazil estimates its reserves at 28-30 billion barrels — double BP’s
estimate. It is this more optimistic level of reserves that would sustain a rapid increase in production to more than 5 mmbpd of oil
equivalent by 2020 (including both oil and gas).

Russia
Russian oil and gas production is a success story tempered by an
uncertain future. Today Russia is the world’s largest oil producer,
producing 10.1 mmbpd (12 percent of global production) and the
second largest natural gas producer (18 percent of global production). Oil production is aging and declining at a rate of 1-2 percent
per year, and gas production is declining at a rate of 3-3.5 percent
per year. Underinvestment exists in both oil and gas exploration
and development, a legacy from Soviet times. During the last five
years, oil exploration declined 50 percent and development declined
70 percent. Altering these declines is unlikely in the future. The tax
regime lacks investment incentives, with extremely high marginal
tax rates on exported crude oil — 90 percent — while all taxes are
based on revenues without regard to costs. Under the current tax
regime, 80 percent of new oil fields and 50 percent of old oil fields
are uneconomic.
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Since 2001 Russia’s oil strategy has emphasized exports, because
a substantial portion of Russia’s budget depends on oil export taxes.
Russian companies were urged to increase production and exports,
which rose 56 percent and 70 percent respectively, while internal consumption was held relatively steady, increasing only 9 percent. This
purposeful strategy was aided by a significant expansion of Russia’s
export pipelines to its principal market — Europe. Russia has three
main export routes: the Druzhba Pipeline delivering crude oil directly
to Central Europe via Belarus, the Baltic Pipeline (BPS) delivering
crude oil to European ports via Russian ports on the Bay of Finland,
and tanker deliveries through the Bosporus to European ports.
Additional export routes either are under construction or planned.
A planned expansion of BPS would divert oil from Druzhba furthering Russia’s desire to control its own export routes while simultaneously avoiding Belarus. The ESPO (East Siberia Pacific Ocean)
pipeline is under construction, with its first phase complete to China
aided by Chinese investment. The second phase to the Pacific Ocean
will be operational in the next couple of years. Other speculative
pipeline projects are on the drawing board. There is no economic
rationale for all of these new pipelines, since no new capacity is
needed to relieve bottlenecks, and the availability of additional oil
to fill them is doubtful. With overcapacity, per barrel transit costs
will rise, undermining the economics of the existing pipeline system.
Russian gas markets also are undergoing rapid change. Finding
and developing gas is becoming more difficult and expensive just
as it is becoming more important domestically due to economic
growth. Export markets are in disarray. Gas exports continue to be
one of the two pillars of the Russian economy, along with oil, contributing significantly to Russia’s budget. Together the two provide
for more than 50 percent of revenues. Russia will need to maintain
its export capacity if this pillar of the economy is to remain robust.
Gazprom’s production, about 85 percent of the total, relies on
aging declining fields. Gazprom can meet its short-term and midterm contractual obligations from these fields, but the long-term
is very uncertain. Gazprom is shifting its strategy to focus more
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on its export markets (Gazprom, by law, is the only company that
can export gas), leaving independent gas companies and oil companies to produce and sell more into the domestic market through
Gazprom’s pipelines.
Russia’s European gas markets were under pressure from the
recent economic downturn, with Russia losing substantial market
share. The cause was high Russian gas prices linked contractually to
oil prices (gas prices follow oil prices with a six to nine month lag).
As demand dropped, European buyers demanded contract renegotiation with Russia, who acceded and reduced supplies. Russia also
moved some of its gas to spot pricing (about 15 percent of some
volumes to its largest German customers and 7-8 percent of overall),
which was substantially lower than contract prices. As the recession
ended, gas demand rebounded and Russia’s gas exports surged.
Russia continues to rely on oil-linked gas prices but recognizes that
it faces competitive difficulties with some customers, especially in
Germany. Until Russia and Europe work out a new model of gas
pricing, Russia may wind up the loser in European gas markets.
The last several years provided strong evidence that its dependency
on the European market can create severe problems, providing an
incentive to access the Chinese market. Discussions with the Chinese
on pricing issues between the two countries have been ongoing for
years, with no resolution in sight.

China
China’s oil and gas picture is in flux. From 1963 and its discovery
of its Daqing oil field, China based its oil policy on growing domestic supplies. For thirty years this plan worked; however, since 1993
China has been a net importer. Today China is the second largest oil
importer after the United States, importing more than 50 percent
of its needs. With this shift, Chinese oil companies refocused on
overseas investment. They used their large cash resources to invest
in foreign operations — in 2010 Chinese companies were the largest
overseas investors at $18 billion.
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The oil industry in China is characterized by three powerful
state-owned oil companies — CNPC (Chinese National Petroleum
Corporation), Sinopec (Chinese Petrochemical Corporation) and
CNOOC (Chinese National Offshore Oil Corporation) — and a
weak regulator. The National Energy Administration has about 80
people who are unable to regulate. State owned oil companies retain
their ministerial status along with other ministries. The Communist
party appoints the highest ranking ministry officials. While the oil
companies retain substantial power, there is a downside. Company
officials have been prosecuted and jailed.
Chinese oil companies generate significant cash from their
upstream investments. They do not pay dividends and have few
domestic opportunities for reinvestment. They thus must look
internationally to reinvest and are world leaders compared to other
IOCS. The Chinese companies invest and operate in politically risky
environments, such as Sudan, and are increasing imports from the
Middle East just as American imports from that region are declining.
One result is increasing influence for China in international politics.
China has significant gas shale potential. It faces serious impediments in lack of pipeline access to the shale areas. China will not see
much shale gas development in the next five years. The NOCs are
the only domestic players as China does not have an independent
gas sector. Since the NOCs are the only vehicle for E&P and they are
pre-occupied in other areas, it will take at least five years to re-orient
to look at shale.

Mexico and Venezuela
These two countries have significant oil reserves. Mexico has
11.4 billion barrels, and Venezuela, with 211.2 billion barrels, has
the world’s 2nd largest reserves. They also have relatively large oil
production (Mexico: 2.9 mmbpd; Venezuela: 2.5 mmbpd) and
important gas reserves and production. But due to government
policies, there is not much hope in either country of increasing oil
production.
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Mexico’s current situation is tempered by its history. In the early
20th century, United States companies invested in Mexico and were
awarded equity reserve positions. In 1938, Petroleos Mexicanos
(Pemex) was created. In 1940 the constitution was amended, with
the government taking back all reserves and awarding them to
Pemex. Foreign companies were expelled. To change this situation,
a constitutional amendment would be required, consisting of a vote
by two-thirds of the Congress and a majority of all states.
Pemex made some important discoveries, particularly Cantarell,
one of the world’s largest offshore oil deposits. By 1965 the tax burden on Pemex increased to 60-70 percent of revenues, more than
100 percent of net income, leaving nothing for re-investment. The
success with Cantarell masked internal Pemex problems. Today,
underinvestment is apparent. Cantarell production is down 74
percent from its 2004 peak. Reserves are down to 11.4 billion barrels from a high of 25 billion. Current production leaves only ten
years of production. In 2008, reforms were instituted allowing
performance based contracts. The Supreme Court finally approved
the contracts in 2010. Even with these new contracts the question remains whether there will be improvements in the oil sector.
Without such improvements, and without foreign investment,
Mexico will soon be an importer.
In Venezuela, oil production was 3.5 mmbpd, with expansion
potential to 4.1 mmbpd, when President Hugo Chavez took over
in 1999. The new regime changed all the rules and contracts. Today
production is down to 2.5 mmbpd or less. Large IOCs, including
ExxonMobil and Conoco, left the country due to contract changes
and are now in court or arbitration fighting for their rights.
President Chavez relies on the revenues from the Venezuelan oil
company Petroleos de Venezuela (PdVSA) to fund his social programs. PdVSA has $120 billion in debt, with little funding left over
for re-investment after debt servicing. While new companies from
China and Russia are entering Venezuela, the question is whether
Venezuela can increase its production back to previous levels.
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Transportation Fuels:
Alternatives to Oil

Natural Gas
Large shale gas supplies and the resulting lower prices enhance
the prospect of using natural gas for transportation. The National
Petroleum Council is looking into alternative transportation fuels
for the next 40 years, including how large a role natural gas can play
in light duty and heavy duty market segments. In the United States,
natural gas is already penetrating transit and refuse truck markets,
taking 10-20 percent of transit new sales and more than 20 percent
of refuse truck orders today. In other parts of the world, natural gas
vehicles (NGVs) are making significant inroads in light duty markets, especially in Asia and Latin America, where 13 million vehicles
already are on the road.
Natural gas for vehicles can be compressed (CNG) or liquefied (LNG) and used instead of gasoline or diesel. The current and
expected future large differential between natural gas prices and
diesel/gasoline prices makes using natural gas appear attractive. For
diesel, this differential now is in the range of $1.50-$1.75 per gallon.
The heavy duty bus and truck market is more favorable for penetration than the automobile market since heavy duty vehicles can use
central fueling stations for fleets (buses, trash trucks) or corridor
fueling stations for long-haul trucks.
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Obstacles exist to the development of a robust NGV market, of
course, including the need to bring more manufacturers into the
business of mass production of engines and vehicles, and building
new fueling stations and infrastructure to meet the growing demand.
Another impediment is the large difference in the density of fuels.
Diesel can move a heavy duty vehicle 650 miles on 100 gallons of
fuel. A LNG vehicle could go 380 miles, while a CNG vehicle could
go about 170 miles on the equivalent of 100 gallons of CNG (at 3600
psi). Another obstacle is the higher initial cost of a heavy duty NGV
versus diesel — which varies depending on the class of vehicle from
transit to refuse to commercial trucking — although there is an average payback of under three years in many cases with today’s large
fuel price differential.

Electricity
Electric powered vehicles (EVs) were sold during the 1990s but did
not meet with great success due to cost, battery capacity and vehicle
range. Most potential purchasers feared that they would run out of
electricity without abundant opportunities to recharge. Despite the
demise of those EVs, they led to greater understanding of electric
propulsion systems, and two new commercially available options
were introduced in 2010 — the Chevrolet Volt and the Nissan Leaf.
Today’s EVs rely on lithium ion batteries rather than lead acid or
nickel hydrates. The lithium ion batteries provide greater range, but
they are less stable. Researchers are looking into other options that
may be preferable in the future.
Comparing oil-based fuels with batteries for a comparable distance (500 km), diesel fuel is lighter than batteries — 33 kg vs. 540
kg — and requires less volume — 37 liters vs. 360 liters. Today,
there are limited EV options on the road. Some manufacturers rely
only on batteries, e.g., the Nissan Leaf, while others are hybrids,
relying on a combination of batteries and gasoline engine, e.g., the
Chevrolet Volt. The industry is watching to see the experience with
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both. The most serious consumer problem is range fear — the fear
of running out of electricity without a recharging facility handy. The
Volt provides a battery that powers the vehicle for at least 40 miles,
the maximum range about 78 percent of commuters travel each
day. The back-up gasoline system extends the range by recharging
the battery while the car is in operation. To recharge the battery at
home or work using a 120 volt system takes ten hours; a 240 volt
system requires four hours. Market penetration for EVs depends
upon developing the charging infrastructure at home, work, or public locations. The higher cost of the EVs and the cost of recharging
equipment also are currently significant impediments to consumer
acceptance, despite tax incentives.

Biofuels
The biofuels industry today relies on corn ethanol — present
production is 13 billion gallons. Most gasoline in the United States
contains ten percent ethanol, used as an octane enhancer and oxygenate to reduce low level ozone emissions, which cause smog. The
renewable fuel standard (RFS) passed by Congress requires petroleum marketers to blend up to 36 billion gallons of biofuels by 2022,
one quarter of total gasoline supply, to diversify America’s liquid fuel
sources. Supporters argue that ethanol is a domestic fuel and can
diminish the need for gasoline produced from foreign-sourced oil.
A federal tax credit of 54 cents per gallon of ethanol subsidizes
ethanol. Supporters argue that oil is one of the more heavily subsidized fuels, with direct tax subsidies of $6.5 billion per year and hidden costs through military expenditures for global protection of $67
to $83 billion and imported oil costs of $340 billion or more annually. They challenge the argument that corn-based ethanol raises
prices for food. Only about 35-40 percent of the corn crop goes to
ethanol, and about a third to half of this amount is used as animal
feed after the distillation process. Higher food costs are attributable
primarily to marketing (about 85 percent of total costs) and transportation costs, not to the underlying cost of corn. Ethanol sup-
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porters also dispute the argument that Brazil is deforesting to clear
farmland for ethanol, or for food to replace crops used for ethanol,
as deforestation decreased substantially even as ethanol use in Brazil
and elsewhere increased.
The benefits of ethanol include less carbon intensity than gasoline
or diesel and reduced oil imports. Proponents assert most gasoline consumption, now about 140 billion gallons per year, can be
replaced by ethanol. This would require lifting the restrictions on the
amount of ethanol in gasoline — now set at 10 percent, with EPA
proposing a 15 percent cap — or if more flex-fuel cars were built
and more pumps installed that could use E85 (85 percent ethanol).
Installing the pumps would be more difficult, with a cost of up to
$750,000 to $1 million each.
About 60 percent of the 36 million gallons per year required
by 2022 by the RFS must be “advanced biofuels,” which must cut
greenhouse gas emissions by 50 percent. The cost of ethanol from
cellulose, the leading candidate, is quite high, about $3.00 per gallon,
although this is expected to decline to under $1.00 per gallon with
technology advances and more cellulosic refineries.

Fuel Efficiency
There are three keys to increasing the fuel efficiency of automobiles: reducing weight, reducing drag with better body design, and
reducing rolling resistance by tire design improvements. All three
can be achieved without significant increases in automobile costs
since there is a lack of correlation between price and innovative
designs to reduce weight, drag or rolling resistance. The focus by
many auto manufacturers is on reducing weight by introducing
ultra-light materials.
Using ultra-light and ultra-strong materials can triple fuel efficiency and, by requiring fewer costly batteries, help make electric
propulsion systems economically feasible. Carbon fiber materials are
ultra-light and ultra-strong. They can be produced quickly and easily
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with automobile assembly systems using tens instead of hundreds of
body parts, stamped with one low-pressure die per part rather than
an average of four high-pressure die sets. This could reduce tooling
costs by 95-99 percent.
Introducing these carbon fiber materials into manufacturing processes, however, would entail significant transition costs. In addition, today’s materials — aluminum and steel — can be recycled,
while carbon fiber cannot. Special “feebates” or rebates to the consumer can assist in lowering costs to the consumer during this transition. Savings from today to 2050 from the introduction of light
weighting, drag reduction and rolling resistance reduction could be
as high as $3.8 trillion.

Options
Technologies exist today to move in multiple directions. Each
direction involves transition costs and new infrastructure, and
meeting consumer preferences can make the changes more difficult.
With natural gas, altering the internal combustion engine is a small
cost; the significant cost occurs with fueling infrastructure and auto
design to accommodate the fuel tanks. With electricity, several hurdles remain, including battery technology, battery cooling, refueling
and bringing the cost of the vehicle within the range most consumers are willing to pay. Interim solutions may be desirable (frequent
charging for example) as consumer acceptance increases. With biomass, the fuel can use today’s infrastructure, although resource use
(land, water) is extensive and costly. Fuel cells are maturing rapidly,
but cost is still the major factor in making this option available.
Enhanced efficiency is achievable but can be very expensive. The
sunk cost associated with today’s technology is very high, taking
years to pay off. Changing to a very different technology and writing
off sunk costs is not likely to occur without mandates.
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Conclusions

• Oil, natural gas and coal will remain the dominant fuels for
the next twenty years while renewable energy will grow the
fastest, but from a very small base. Nuclear energy’s future is
less certain due to the recent nuclear disaster in Japan.
• The developing world will demand more energy while the
developed world will curb its energy use by increasing efficiency faster than it uses energy. The Asia-Pacific region will
grow the most, with China and India the two dominant energy
consumers.
• Greenhouse gas emissions will continue to grow, with developing countries contributing most of new GHG emissions as
developed countries find ways to slow their emissions.
• Oil resources are not in danger of running out soon, as more
unconventional resources are being developed throughout
the world. Peak oil theories are being undermined by higher
prices and the application of new technology, especially horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing.
• North American oil and gas supplies are increasing as these
new technologies are being used to develop unconventional oil
and gas shales. Oil sands also are increasing North American
supplies.
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• Significant environmental issues are associated with the development of the new unconventional supplies, including water
use, inadequate well cementing and completion, improper
handling of waste water, and the fear of possible contamination of ground water aquifers. These environmental concerns
must be managed through prudent regulation and best production practices if this production is to achieve its potential.
• New oil supplies are also coming from Iraq and Brazil where
IOCs in partnership with indigenous NOCs are making large
investments.
• Sustaining Russian oil production will be difficult due to
underinvestment in aging oil fields and lack of adequate incentives for new production. Russia’s gas industry faces headwinds as its existing fields decline, new investment is lacking,
and pricing issues in Europe may undermine its traditional
markets.
• Oil production is lagging in Mexico and Venezuela as domestic policies undermine investment in an aging industry.
• Transportation fuel options other than oil are being developed and include natural gas, electricity, biomass, and efficiency. All hold promise; all present significant impediments
to their adoption.
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